
IN YOUR WORDS
“Being in someone else’s body, hating parts of  you that are beautiful because they don’t feel like they’re yours, not feeling 

comfortable in any clothes in such a debilitating way.” 

“When you just feel like a foreign alien in a human body. Nothing feels right. You look in the mirror and don't feel like you are 
really looking back at yourself.” 

“Like I want to rip my face off.” 

“Somedays I wish I could wake up and just see my chest gone. Just flat and beautiful they way it should be.” 

“Like I'm resigned to the fact that I exist rather than at peace or even happy with it.” 

“Dysphoria is the emotional punch in the gut that I am what I feel I am. That incongruence. It is feeling like an impostor. Or worse 
a sad joke.” 

“Working really hard on no sleep and then i catch my reflection at 3am still no sleep and i just look like the monster version of  my 
father.” 

“The stress that's suffered due to being seen as another gender or looking like that gender in which you clearly aren’t.” 

“I call it finding the girl in the mirror. Dysphoria prevents that from happening all the time. Dysphoria lies and tells me that I am 
too ugly, hairy, old, and masculine to try and live my life as a woman. It prevents me from seeing things for how they really are. The 

frustrating part is that I know that it is Dysphoria and it is lying and it still doesn't matter. 

“When you look in the mirror and can't recognize your own body as human let alone yours.” 

“Like you’re physically not a part of  your own body.” 



“The feeling where you look in the mirror and question every single day why did God make me like this? Or what did I do in my 
past life that this is supposed to teach me in this one? It’s humbling but cruel and unusual punishment.” 

“The stress that's suffered due to being seen as another gender or looking like that gender in which you clearly aren’t.” 

“Where your physical body doesn’t match your mental body image, and you see and feel things that should and shouldn’t be there, 
and there’s nothing you can do about it, and your brain doesn’t shut up about it.” 

“The sinking feeling you get when you see yourself  in the mirror and know it's not what you want to be. Then every woman you see 
in TV all you can think about is how you are not like them and desperately want to be.” 

“The lines are getting blurry, it’s sometime hard for me to see, that the 2 faces in my mirror, both staring back are me, both look at 
me with sorrow, both look at me with glee, both know the other person, both know that both are me, I’m to sure of  who is who, not 

sure of  who to be, the only thing I’m sure of, it hurts being me.” 

“I look in the mirror and imagine a girl that never ages with her youthful glow masking my maturing skin. She is a perfect remnant 
and the architect of  my own demise. She punishes me for a missed existence and she has every reason to. I was her with all her 

beauty, confidence and grace, but I was too afraid to show her to the world, so I hid her until it was too late. Now, she consumes all 
parts of  my life.” 

“I used to question why I felt like a girl all the time, and how being who I am doesn't make any sense. Coming to the conclusion that 
I was born a girl and am a girl has helped me tremendously accept myself  and counter the feelings of  dysphoria.” 

“Dysphoria is the emotional punch in the gut that I am not what I feel I am or want to be. That incongruence. It is feeling like an 
impostor. Or worse a sad joke.” 

“When you have an image in your head of  who you are on the inside and who you desire to be, but then you look in the mirror and 
say "I'll never be that.” 

“A deep and abiding wrongness, a dread at the notion of  continued existence, feeling as if  your heart exists in the constant sense of  
missing the last step and finding air.” 

“I only heard about dysphoria and how bad it is. Now I’m feeling it and it’s worse than I what I heard it was."



“The never ending hacking at my skin, scraping scraping , Hearing the course crackle of  a blunted blade ,that catches and gouges 
wherever it likes. Sometimes you have it all in hand, pay day end of  the month new blades creams to hand.” 

“Seeing a beautiful woman and immediately being depressed to the point of  dissociation, because you believe you'll never look like 
that.” 

“Want to slice my body up burn some Sense into my skin. I cannot make it as me, I cannot win this war. Take your worthless life.” 

“I never thought I would feel dysphoric, but after I had my top surgery I tried to wear something and my bottom area didn't look as good 
as I was hoping for. Needless to say I broke down and cried, it hit me hard enough that I went back into severe depression and suicidal 

ideations and ended up back in the hospital.” 

“Like you’re physically not a part of  your own body.” 

“Getting dolled up for hours and getting misgendered the second I'm out the door is pretty dysphoric. Or getting off  stage and getting 
misgendered, that's almost worse since it can kill an otherwise amazing show for me." 

“Feeling really good about how you look and getting hit with a 'she' even when I've been binding for hours. It's crushing and makes me 
just wanna hide in my house or cry.” 

"Feeling disconnect from reality not fem or male trying and trying to just be seen as a woman rather than accepting myself  as a trans 
woman.” 

"When people compliment you and say you're a very good looking man and it makes you uncomfortable because you don't want to be a 
man and you know you're not one. When every picture you've ever seen of  yourself  makes you cringe because they all look like a man.” 

“The feeling that I am a curvy woman being shattered when I look in the mirror and see I didn't shave well enough. It reminds me of  
the curse I was assigned at birth.” 

“The worst part of  it for me is the feeling of  betrayal. Like, my body has betrayed me, is betraying me, will betray me again. That gross 
feeling of  being betrayed by someone you trust implicitly.” 

“Knowing I should be grateful for such an attractive female body. But for me it's a curse every time I leave the house because people see 
an attractive woman and treat me like one and I hate it. I'm not a woman. I'm a human and nothing more and nothing less. I want 

gender to wash off  me like slime.” 



“It's hard to explain other than being reminded I don't have breasts.” 

“Missing a stair. Forever.” 

“It feels like I'm wrong. Like the fault light for my body is on and I can't fix it. All I can do is acknowledge it and try to move 
forward.” 

“Something was always off  and I did trans stuff  without knowing why. I often fantasized about power tool accidents to self  
emasculate. It took my disability causing all kinds of  endocrine issues to finally find the answer! I've never been so happy.” 

"I’m not really sure how to describe it? Except that i can’t look at my body without crying and wanting to manually cut bits off  of  my 
body to make me feel like me. It makes me feel physically ill.” 

“As I am having horrible dysphoria this second I will try to describe. There is this super gorgeous accepting guy from my home town. I 
want to flirt and he is chatting with me. All I can think is that he will hate me, I am a fraud. I should stop. I am worthless. I hate 

myself. I cant breath. I want to cry.” 

“My brain just kind of  goes “aaaaaaa no” when I see my body hair or my beard coming in, or when my voice goes too low, or when I 
look at my body without clothes on.” 

"I always had a feeling that there was a woman trapped inside me. I felt compelled to appease her by doing feminine things for her. She 
would not be ignored.” 

“When you get up to go the bathroom in the middle of  the night and the 1st thought you have is lament for your private parts.”  

“There's no way to accept or love yourself, but if  you try hard enough you can be numb. flashbacks of  trying to get healthcare as a kid 
and the previous generation using my body as a science experiment in what happens when you deny medicine blotted out.” 

“Working my job today and almost throwing up cause the person I was on the phone with had me on speaker so i kept getting my voice 
echoed back at me.” 

“I wanted to record something to be in a video...but dysphoria is winning out at the moment.” 

“Taking my shirt off  in public is "inappropriate" which means beach trips are uncomfortable. My hips are wide but my waist isn't so 
finding mens pants that fit well is difficult.” 



“Gender dysphoria is a silent killer. From a young age it killed my hopes and dreams without knowing why. It kept me isolated and full of  
shameful secrets that suppressed my ability to socialize and develop relationships. It left me riddled with anxiety, and cut off  from family and 
friends. I was imprisoned behind its bars until the day I finally came across the term and saw I actually had a choice to be the gender I always 

desired after all." 

“A sudden overwhelming feeling of  hatred and disgust towards my breasts. It's hard to explain, they just shouldn't be there.” 

“Going to sleep at night praying not to wake up the next morning. But then, my dysphoria goes far beyond gender. Oh well, my body is falling 
apart anyway, it shouldn't be too much longer before I am out of  here.” 

“Before hrt, it felt like lava under my skin always waiting blow. Now it's more like nausea when I have to untuck to use the washroom.” 

“I’m not out at work. I’ve been in male clothes at work and felt nauseated and sick as anxiety came over me. Got home and changed and felt so 
much better.” 

“For me, it's never been something excruciating, or even a major source of  discomfort, but between a mild "man, I bet it woulda been pretty cool 
to have gotten the other setup" to a nagging, persistent "ugh, it's so STUPID that I don't get to be this thing”” 

“Gender dysphoria to me was like driving that shitty car we all drove in high school and college.. the seat can't adjust, the floorboards are rotted, 
it barely runs and it's uncomfortable as hell. But it's the only car experience you have so *that's just how things are*..Then you try out a car 
where the seat can actually adjust and suddenly that old car loses all it's nostalgic affection and all you can see and feel is how much it simply 

doesn't *fit* and never has..” 

“An emotional and mental non associative detachment of  familiarity to your own body or parts of  that creates fear and induces panic that one 
attempts to diminish by logic not for the sake of  acceptance but to diminish the anxiety that has ensued from seeing the body that your in 

obviously belonging to someone else. The ongoing dismissal of  the current reality can create anxiety, paranoia, dissociation, depression, self  
loathing, among many other often worse contingent reactions.” 

"Like you want to peel your skin off, but even if  you did your soul would still feel wrong.” 

“My dysphoria manifests itself  as a black thunderous cloud with a thousand negative voices screaming "You look ridiculous! They're all 
laughing at you! You are a joke! You will never look feminine!" Its debilitating and soul crushing. I do not want to be near anyone, when I have 

an episode. These episodes have lasted between 1 hour to months.” 

"For me, the most pervasive problems prior to transitioning were centered around a sense of  living someone else’s life, my true self  invisible to 
everyone around me. To go through life feeling as if  no one truly ever sees or knows the real you, to forever be a foreigner in your own body and 

your own life is perhaps one of  the most oppressive form of  loneliness there is." 



“Couple all of  that with the sense that just by trying to participate in life you are being dishonest with the world, your closest loved 
ones, and especially yourself, and it stains your soul. Top that with feeling powerless to fix it without hurting the people closest to you 

and quite possibly losing everything you’ve accomplished in life just to even attempt to transition only to face even more daunting 
risks and challenges due to society’s negative stereotypes of  trans people, and it’s a wonder as many of  us recover and go on to build 

respectable and sometimes even amazing lives once we begin to transition. But many of  us do - more and more! “ 

“Even as we fight society and claw against our own inner demons to get there, we are pretty darn badass!” 

“Feels like my skin is melting.” 

“I describe Gender Dysphoria as a kind of  personal internal turmoil of  a sort; a pervasive existential crisis if  you will. The way I see 
it, when I get dysphoric at the knowledge and feeling from my brain and my heart that I always should have been born female, but the 

cruel reality of  the fact I was born into a male karyotypical body, it is akin to an existential crisis second to even so much as simply 
being human.  It becomes difficult for me to truly remain in a mindset that I should just continue on through life by transitioning for 
the reason that I will never be able to change the fact that I was born with a Y sex chromosome (thanks dad, I hate it) and that no 

matter where I go in my transition, I will always and forever still have to live with the mental, emotional & existential hell of  having 
been assigned male at birth, and that I will die having been assigned male at birth. I get dysphoric, and even though HRT has helped 

decrease how frequently and each time's severity, at just about any inkling that I will always have to retain the features of  me that 
have been irreversibly masculinized from male puberty. The very thought if  it is enough to send me into multiple-hour-long crying fits 
some nights.  And at the end of  the day, the hardest thing for me I would say is that since it is gender dysphoria, and not necessarily 
sex Dysphoria or a physical sex disorder, but rather a neurological disorder of  my brain - this leaves me with the feeling that I can't 
even say "I was born in the wrong body" because on some level, it is my brain's ability to align with my body that is the problem. 
Functionally and purely objectively speaking, my body worked perfectly with no issues before I started my transition. But seeing as 

the body can change, but the neurological structure of  my brain cannot, this leaves me with the constant dreading feeling that I really 
only ever will just feel the dissonance of  the difference between my neurology and my natal birth conditions. 

Dysphoria, to me therefore, is a kind of  never-ending existential inner turmoil second only to the feeling of  wanting to exist as 
human at all in the first place.” 
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